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Over the year I would like to address every vaccine directly as a unique drug
intervention with unique risk : benefit ratios depending on the individual
involved, staying specific to risk in the USA. Travel vaccines will take their own
place; as we travel to different countries, unique variables change that ratio.
The first thing I ask of you is to actually think for yourself. Look neutrally at what
is an infectious organism, what is a vaccination, and what are the goals of a
vaccination program? Don’t accept anything as truth from Big Pharma/CDC as
they have one motive only, maximizing profits, with protecting the public as an
excuse and not a reason to promote vaccines. That might sound harsh, reality is
often harsh. Look at the opioid epidemic promoted by “medical authorities” as a
way to “ease your suffering” when in actuality everyone knew we were killing
people and destroying lives for profit. Yes, vaccines are part of this industry and
we all need to wake up to what drives our Western Medical Belief System.
Just like opioids (narcotics), I am not proposing that no one ever takes them, I
am asking you to make an informed decision about when to take them. Recall
that all medical authorities promoted, and your doctors blindly prescribed,
narcotic medicines they didn’t understand, rending a tear in the fabric of our
society. You have all the evidence in the world that you can’t trust our medical
societies run by Big Pharma. Similarly, there are certainly individuals that can
benefit from the complex injectable drug intervention known as vaccinations.
Your doctors blindly follow the “authorities”, have absolutely no adequate
understanding of vaccinations, and the untold terror they wreak on society is a
tale that will be suppressed, probably for decades.
Since 1987, Big Pharma was indemnified from any responsibility for any
complication ever from any vaccine injury ever via the National Childhood
Vaccine Injury Act. Making one of the most corrupt groups in our society free to

allow any damage to you to get covered up, and when injuries occur those
damages are paid with your taxes! Again, what could go wrong?
A Lot.
Infectious organisms are part of the web of life. Recall the adage “If it doesn’t kill
me, it only makes me stronger.” This truism has never been more accurate than
for infectious diseases. Each and every infection educates and strengthens your
immune system. The lessons can be tough. But I will point out along the way how
these little “Pockets of Energy and Information”, how catching the illness,
creating lifelong immunity and how that smarter immune system provides
protection against so many diseases! Vaccines provide short term immunity and
incredible epidemics of new diseases. The choices will become clear. How do I
promote my own health so that I don’t live in fear and buy into the vaccination
mythology?
The inordinate fear people have of infectious diseases mirrors the xenophobic
hatred our white supremacist “leaders” have of anything “non-white”. Fear and
hate are simple protective mechanisms, useful in some situations, however
primarily used as weapons by which we manipulate people. If you’re a little
“woke” you probably don’t fear/hate people of other races. But you still probably
fear measles. Why? Because you’re misinformed, and viruses don’t care about
your “race”. This makes people believe they must kill every virus everywhere that
has even thought of harming a human. That fear makes you so easy to
manipulate.
Thusly a vaccination must become a safe injection that prevents complications
from illness and not just preventing an infection from occurring! As I will
establish, acquiring the illness without complications is of profound medical
benefit to you. This hopefully changes the game for you. The measure of vaccine
efficacy and vaccine program efficacy would have to look at outcomes and not
just antibodies to specific “bugs”. This demands better science and an enormous
shift in awareness.
A Renaissance if you will!
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